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ReFaces & Glass Doors
ReImagine what your old tired black fireplace could become if you could

add some color, accents and personal touches. Dream, sketch, collect ideas and
use our sample pictures in this brochure to imagine your renovated fireplace.

ReDesign with our wide selection of styles, colors and options. For a per-

sonal touch, laser-cut a name or custom design into your ReFace. The result will
be a complete fireplace make-over that reflects your tastes and fits perfectly.

ReFace

that old fireplace in a snap. Literally. The Stoll ReFace installs with
neodymium (rare earth) magnets which attach themselves to the exposed black
metal of your fireplace. One simple snap and the transformation is complete.

ReImagine what your fireplace could become, ReDesign with
our varied styles, colors, and design options; then ReFace to
completely transform your manufactured fireplace.

ZC Glass Doors work exceptionally well as a high quality replacement

to OEM doors and screens for flat face metal boxes where the fireplace surround (brick, tile, marble, etc) comes right up to the fireplace opening.

These ZC doors offer the same features and design options as our renowned
masonry fireplace doors, with one very important addition. Zero Clearance Fireplaces require an air exchange between the “inner” firebox and “outer” cabinet
to keep all surfaces cool against the walls of your home. All Stoll ZC Glass Doors
and ReFaces meet ventilation requirements for circulating fireplaces; allowing a
proper amount of air to enter the firebox area.
NOTE: Manufactured (ZC) fireplaces require an air flow through the firebox to prevent overheating. Stoll engineers the proper air
intake through slots or spaces in the frame and air gaps in the glass. These air inlets are intentional and are not alterable under warranty.
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Glass Doors for ZC

Stoll Glass Doors for Manufactured Fireplaces are known for their quality, style and durability. With six Collections to choose from, there are limitless ways to replace your stock
”factory-built” doors with a top quality fireplace enclosure.
Choose doors constructed of steel or extruded aluminum frames; from powdercoat or anodized finishes and from multiple mesh and glass options.

ZC Kingston
Pewter

The ZC Kingston is a sleek, minimalist door with large viewing area
and smooth handles. Unique frame
design allows for doors to open
180° even with hidden hinge system. Constructed with 14 gauge
formed steel, the narrow 1¼”
frame can be powder coated or
overlaid.

All doors for Zero Clearance Fireplaces are designed with proper air flow to ensure they meet the
UL127 code as well as the ventilation requirements of the fireplace.
Fire shown inside closed doors is for display purposes only. Do NOT burn with fireplace doors closed
as the fireplace may overheat or you may damage your doors.

Heart of the Craftsman...
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Doors for ZC
ZC Original

Filigree Option in Polished Brass Complete Overlay
The ZC Original Collection can be
configured as overlap or inside fit.
Overlap uses slotted-edges around
the outer frame or filigree on top
and bottom to allow airflow into
the fireplace, while Inside Fit uses
1/4” gap between main frame and
firebox. Constructed with 14 gauge
formed steel.

ZC Trimline

4-Sided Frame in Weathered Brown w/ Brushed Copper Doors
Our most popular ZC door - Trimline is made of 1/8” Bar Iron to
achieve a thin profile. This uniquely designed frame overlaps the
opening slightly, while allowing air
to enter the firebox through a narrow gap around the main frame.
Aesthetically pleasing and very
versatile with multiple finishes.

ZC Bar Iron

Brushed Chrome w/ Textured Black Doors
Premium Bar is a sturdy, sophisticated look, with it’s 3/16” bar iron
frame. Each door is custom made,
so let your imagination be your
guide. Airflow is provided with
special spacers on the back of the
mainframe, allowing the door to
overlap the opening for the look of
a masonry door.

ZC Forged & Aged Iron

Arch Conversion in Charcoal w/ Strap Handles & Hinges
The unique detailed look of the
Forged & Aged Collections will accent your room unlike any other
product. The hammered and distressed metal frames make so no
two enclosures are the same. Add
strap hinges for an “Old World”
look. Spacers on the back of the
mainframe allow essential airflow.
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Doors for ZC

ZC Huntington
Anodized Brushed Brass
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The
un ing on thin and sleek
rectanglular frame is well suited
for smooth facias such as marble, tile or granite. The minimalist frame emphasizes the fire, creating a warm atmosphere in the
room. Essential firebox ventilation
is provided by special hidden slots
located on the inside of the frame.

ZC Lancaster

Anodized Antique Pewter
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The beveled frame of The Lanas er offers classic styling with
an updated flair, making a bold
statement that will highlight your
fireplace perfectly. Fits well in fireplaces where maximum overlap
is needed. As with all Aluminum
doors, a Stainless Steel hardware
kit can be added for outdoor use.

ZC Coronado

Anodized Brite Nickel Main Frame & Textured Black Doors
The deep, double radius frame of
The Coronado creates a unique
3D appearance that brings life to
each and every fireplace setting it
graces. This remarkable extrusion
design will draw attention to your
fireplace. For more details about
the ZC Aluminum doors, please
see Legacy Collection brochure.

ZC Stockton

Anodized Brite Copper
t
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The
o k on smooth radius frame
establishes an understated elegance; simple design details create a quiet and subtle accent that
blends with any decór. Choose
from one of our 5 Anodized, 15
Powdercoat, or 4 Premium finishes
to create the perfect compliment
to your fireplace.

Heart of the Craftsman...
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After
Before

Every ZC ReFace is unique; specially made for each fireplace by custom-sizing the frame and the louvers to
fit perfectly. Choose from a wide range of styles, from modern & contemporary to rustic & old world. Our
neodymium “rare earth” magnetic mounting system allows the ReFace to attach firmly and quickly.
Best of all, ReFace doors eliminate drafts common with manufactured fireplaces and reduce up to 90% of
the heat going up the chimney. Enhance beauty, increase efficiency and heighten safety quickly and easily.
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Traditional ReFace w/ Integrated Hood
Traditional ReFace
1517 Louvers & Window Pane
1518 Louvers, Arch Window Pane & CenterBar
Silver Vein w/ Brushed Chrome Hardware
Vintage Vein w/ Brushed Copper Trim
www.stollfireplace.com

Contemporary ReFace
Clear Stainless Steel

Manhattan ReFace
Oil Rubbed Bronze & Mottled Copper

Blacksmith ReFace
Textured Black

Old World ReFace
Burnished Bronze

Integrated Hood Option

Louver Options

An integrated hood provides extra protection for
your mantel or entertainment center.
May be required by
some manufacturers. Ask your local
Stoll Dealer for details.

Select from our louver designs below, or order personalized
louvers of your own design, name, or other personalized text.

STO1510

STO1511

STO1512

STO1513

STO1514

STO1517

STO1518

STO1519

STO1520

STO1522

STO1523

STO1524

Heart of the Craftsman...
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DV

Direct Vent gas fireplaces are a popular and efficient source of heat, but many do not offer stylish door and
screen options. Stoll’s DV ReFace Collection is the perfect solution to transform your “black box” into a
showpiece. For a more personal touch… order custom laser-cut scenes or designs of your own imagination.
Our “snap-on” magnetic installation makes it simple to keep loved ones and pets away from the hot glass
surface. DV ReFace screens meet all ventilation requirements of the fireplace manufacturer.

Fixed Screen
Bronzed Iron w/ 1523 Louvers
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Fixed Screen
Burnished Bronze w/ 1520 Louvers
www.stollfireplace.com

Working Door w/ Arch Window Pane
Copper Vein w/ 1514 Louvers

Essential Door
Aspire Rust w/ 1523 Louvers

Deluxe Screen w/ Operable Louver
Oil Rubbed Bronze

Artisan Screen (lift-off)
Oil Rubbed Bronze

Craftsman Screen w/ Operable Louver
Clear Natural

Craftsman Single Door
Burnished Copper

Heart of the Craftsman...
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Design

Door Types

Stoll offers many ways to design your Door or ReFace.

Bifold Clearview

Cabinet Clearview

Bifold Centerbar

Cabinet Centerbar

Bifold Totalview

Cabinet Totalview

Glass Colors

Bronze Glass

Clear Glass

Grey Glass

Mesh Types

Forged Iron w/ Arch Conversion Main F
Strap Handles on Centerbar, and Optional S

Overlay Finishes
Cabinet

Pull Ring Cabinet

Single

Handles
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E
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Antique
Brass

Brushed
Chrome

Brushed
Copper

Copper
Patina

Gun Metal

Mottled
Copper

Pewter

Polished
Brass

Polished
Chrome

Satin Brass

J

A.) Square
B.) Wire C.) Contemporary
E.) Designer F.) Spiral G.) Strap
I.) Hampton J.) Knob

www.stollfireplace.com

D.) Decorative
H.) Bamboo

Center

Decorative Designs

Mix & match to get the perfect front for safety and beauty.
Ambler

Arch Door

Arch Window Pane

C - Pane

Full Scroll

Mission Pane

Window Pane

Plated Finishes
Antique
Brass

Brushed
Nickel

Frame, Cabinet Centerbar Glass Doors
Strap Hinges In Charcoal Powder Coat Finish

Premium Finishes
Antique
Black

Antique
Steel

Burnished
Bronze

Burnished
Copper

Burnished
Silver

Metallic
Latte

Antique
Copper

Black
Nickel

Dark
Pewter

Polished
Brass

Powder Coat Finishes

Anodized Finishes
Antique
Pewter

Brite
Copper

Rust Patina

Aspire Rust

Bone Taupe

Bronzed Iron

Champagne

Charcoal

Copper Vein

Matte Black

Nickel Vein

Brite
Brass

Brite
Chrome

Brushed
Brass

Oil Rub Bronze Rustic Vein Silver Crinkle Silver Mist

Silver Vein

Heart of the Craftsman...

Tex. Black

Vintage Vein

Wea. Brown
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Bring your fireplace dimensions to your local Stoll dealer for a quote.
A

A.
B.
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C.
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F.
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Measurement A is measured from the top of the exposed black
metal, down to the top of the fireplace opening.
Measurement B is measured from the outside of the exposed
black metal, in to the side of the fireplace opening. This measurement is the same for both sides.
Measurement C is measured from the bottom of the exposed
black metal, up to the bottom of the fireplace opening.
Measurement D is the total height of the exposed black metal.
Measurement E is the total width of the exposed black metal.
Measurement F is the width of the fireplace opening.
Measurement G is the height of the fireplace opening.

Your Authorized
Stoll Dealer:

Stoll Fireplace Inc.

153 Hwy. 201
Abbeville, SC 29620
800.421.0771
www.stollfireplace.com
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